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Abstract
Stat 850 is an introduction to statistical computing, providing students with the computing skills
they need to do research, write papers, and succeed in statistics and quantitative fields. In this
portfolio, I examine the impact of increased discussion of pseudocode and flow charts on students’
ability to solve multi-step problems. This additional scaffolding, while not completely effective, does
seem to have resulted in lower student frustration, though it is not clear that this is a result of the
intervention and not just a consequence of a different group of students with different experience in
computational programming.
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1. Objectives
Stat 850 is a challenging and critically important course for the statistics graduate program. It
is perhaps the most applied course students will take as part of the statistics program, in that
students work directly with real, messy data that is not always part of later coursework. Because
the course also has nonmajors, however, it is also an important course because it helps facilitate
connections between nonmajor students and the resources in the statistics department. Students
can get statistical help from the SC3L (the stat helpdesk), but at present students get computing
help primarily by enrolling in this course (though this is likely to change in the near future).
I chose Stat 850 as the ideal course to analyze for multiple reasons: I am concerned about teaching
it well, because it is so important for laying the foundations for student success in research (both
inside and outside of the statistics department). In addition, the statistics department is developing
an undergraduate major, and the material in Stat 850 will be split across 3 separate courses, but
will be relatively similar – so lessons learned while teaching Stat 850 will hopefully make the
soon-to-be-developed undergraduate courses more successful, but undergraduates will have an even
higher level of variability in background skills. Thus, it is critically important that this portfolio
assess how students perform and develop across multiple skill levels. Finally, I want to develop my
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skills at teaching computing courses, because the skills and effective techniques required for teaching
computing are sometimes very different than the skills required for teaching statistical theory and
methods. If I can develop these skills, I can help my graduate students prepare to teach computing
in academia, and I can improve my department’s effectiveness at teaching statistical computing
across the university.
This course portfolio is intended to provide a broad overview of the entire course, focusing on
student learning and specifically the growth in their problem-solving ability. It is not part of a larger
departmental effort, but the results of this portfolio will likely be applicable to the development of
the undergraduate statistical computing curriculum in some ways - there are obvious differences
in the student population, but the process of learning how to program is not so different that the
lessons learned from this portfolio will not be applicable.
The specific aspects of student learning and my teaching that I would like to document and address
are:
• Student stress levels and confidence as they relate to the course material
• Students ability to break large problems down into smaller solvable sub-problems
I am hoping to be able to teach this material more effectively by providing additional scaffolding for
novice students that is not overly burdensome for more advanced students. Through this additional
scaffolding, I will be re-evaluating the material covered, the design and flow of the course textbook
(which I write and update myself), and the assignment structure. Ideally, this process will help
me to refine Stat 850, but will also serve as documentation for P&T and provide insight into how
to teach statistical computing effectively. I anticipate that there will be the potential to collect
quantitative and qualitative information throughout the course related to the course objectives and
to students’ experience of the course material, but that there may also be other useful ways to
assess students experience that require less formal data collection.

2. Description of the Course
2.1. Content and Curriculum
Stat 850, Computing Tools for Statistics, is the foundational course for statistical programming.
The course covers the use of SAS and R in data analysis. Students learn programming basics
in both languages, and then how to read in and format data, visualize the data, and create
professional reports. The course does not focus specifically on modeling data (this is taught in
most of the remaining courses in the department), but rather, is designed to teach students how to
work with data using a programming language. Stat 850 provides formal instruction in the skills
necessary to perform quantitative analysis in research, specifically teaching good data management,
documentation, and presentation principles that are important to further students’ careers.
Stat 850 is usually taken in the first year of graduate studies in statistics. Within the statistics
department, the course puts students on a level playing field for further statistics coursework. As a
result, this course does not build on other material - instead, it lays a foundation for future statistics
coursework.
However, Stat 850 is not only taken by statistics graduate students; it also serves as an elective
course for other graduate programs with a heavy quantitative analysis component, such as students
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in agronomy, biosystems engineering, quantitative, qualitative, & psychometric methods, and food
sciences. These graduate students are typically more advanced and may have specific research
interests; they take Stat 850 in order to formally develop their data analysis and data management
skills or expand their skills to a new programming language with additional capabilities.

2.2. Students
Statistics students take Stat 850 in their first semester of graduate school, while nonmajors may
take this course at any time - in Fall 2020, nonmajor students were typically at least one year into
their programs, and a couple of students were preparing to graduate and take jobs in the private
sector. Thus, students come into the class with very different learning goals and backgrounds.
Most students will have used either R or SAS before (or SPSS, Minitab, Mplus, and other software favored by specific disciplines), but invariably several will not have used any program more
sophisticated than MS Excel for data analysis. However, there are more basic (though related)
challenges:
• Students have varying levels of mathematical skills - many students from programs like Animal
Science and Food Science may never have had calculus or linear algebra, and thus may not
be familiar with concepts such as matrix multiplication or numerical integration, while the
statistics graduate students can be expected to have had 3 semesters of undergraduate calculus,
linear algebra, and possibly mathematical analysis.
• I can’t assume that all students know basic programming concepts such as variable types,
computer memory, and binary logic, but I can assume that at least half of the students do
have these concepts and will be bored when I teach the rest of the class the material.
• Some students have experience with general computing skills (debugging, software installation,
basic operating system principles, knowing how and where files are stored on the hard drive),
but many students do not have any understanding of how their computer is functioning and
just assume the functionality will be present.
To summarize, Stat 850 has a significant structural challenge: the population of students is so
diverse that it is hard to teach to everyone’s skill level at once. This problem may be somewhat
mitigated with good course design, but it will not ever be completely eliminated.

2.3. Course Redesign - Fall 2020
In the past, Stat 850 has been taught so that students used R for a third of the course and SAS
for another third of the course, with the remaining time devoted to learning scientific document
preparation software (LaTeX, markdown, and Jupyter notebooks). I taught Stat 850 for the first
time in Fall 2020, and in preparation for a potential challenges due to the pandemic, I redesigned
the course.
While the initial goal of the Fall 2020 redesign was to ensure that Stat 850 could move online at any
time in the semester should COVID cases pick up, I also wanted to ensure that the course was more
integrated. The changes I made in the course are briefly summarized below:
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• Programming concepts are taught in R and SAS at the same time, allowing students to
understand the fundamental logic of each concept, rather than learning the language without
engaging with the underlying general principles.
• Students submit homework in markdown from the beginning of the course (so document
preparation concepts are learned alongside the programming concepts).
• I emphasized “data wrangling” - skills for cleaning and manipulating data - to a much greater
degree than in the past, in part because these skills are often necessary for data analysis but
are usually not taught formally in applied statistics courses.
• Finally, because I wanted to build community among the students amid the challenges of a
hybrid flipped classroom during COVID, I added discussion board topics - each week, students
had to read articles related to the topic of the week, and discuss the articles on a YellowDig
board. This provided students with the opportunity to engage with the ethical and social
considerations involved in data cleaning, statistical analysis, and machine learning; my goal
with this part of the course was that students are aware of the implications of decisions made
to analyze the data in the short term and the ethics of analyzing data which may have biases
built in to the data set. A secondary goal was to provide a structured setting for students to
get to know one another, as social distancing requirements and intermittent attendance meant
some students did not interact with the rest of the class during in-person sessions.

2.4. Redesign Assessment
The new format received very good student evaluations, and verbal and written feedback from
students enrolled in the course was largely positive and helpful. In addition, students who had
taken previous iterations of Stat 850 indicated that they were using the new materials to get a
better grasp on some of the content that I added to the course, suggesting that the focus on data
wrangling provided skills that were useful in upper-level courses. While I feel that the Fall 2020
version of Stat 850 went relatively well (as measured by both student feedback and assessments
from higher-level statistics students), I did identify some issues that need to be addressed in future
versions of the course:
1. Students with weak programming backgrounds combined with other challenges (life events,
language comprehension) were more likely to drop the course, and
2. Many students struggled throughout the course with breaking problems down into components
that they could solve one-by-one.
The first problem is actually broader than initially stated and affects many students in the class,
not just the nonmajor students who have the freedom to drop an elective course. Statistics graduate
students are required to take Stat 850, so they are much less likely to drop the class compared
to nonmajor students, but they are not necessarily less likely to be confused and overwhelmed.
Weaker students quickly fall behind (because they have to do the full reading and are essentially
learning basic vocabulary in 2 languages), while stronger students are bored and want to move on
to more advanced topics. Some of this confusion and stress is an unavoidable part of learning a
(programming) language, but it is important that the design of Stat 850 mitigate this stress as much
as possible.
In Fall 2020, I attempted to address this issue by flipping the classroom to ensure that everyone could
learn at their own pace outside of the class, however, this did also mean that weaker students had
to spend much more time on the material than students with some past programming experience,
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while experienced students were sometimes bored. Experienced students were provided with some
additional reading material to enrich their experience, but very few seemed to actually take advantage
of this material. I believe that this problem may be mitigated with changes to Stat 850’s design,
but the structural issue identified earlier is not something that can be designed out of the course
entirely - there will always be some additional stress for students who do not have experience with
programming, data analysis, or statistics.
The second problem is more fundamental - without the ability to break problems down into
components that are solvable, students will not be effective programmers. Students in Stat 850
in the Fall of 2020 did undoubtedly improve over the course of the semester, but part of the
problem I see with their skills is that they might be able to break the problem down and solve some
sub-problems, but they did not have the experience and high-level view to recognize how much
progress they had made towards solving the larger problem – so their confidence in their work was
much lower than it should have been. In some cases, students became so anxious at not being able
to solve part of the problem that they forgot about the other pieces of the problem which were
easier to solve.
These two identified issues can be summed up as “Stat 850 needs to help students build confidence
in their ability to solve problems”, which is my goal for this course design and portfolio process.

3. Teaching Methods, Materials, and Activities
As a hands-on class that primarily consists of skills-based learning, Stat 850 is designed to provide
students with the chance to master basic programming patterns for data analysis. However, this
practical goal does not overshadow the other learning goals which are integral to the Stat 850
experience - in addition to functional skills, students are expected to learn to think about how to
work with data, how to create reproducible analyses, and most importantly, how to think about
data and what the data being analyzed actually means in the real world.
In order for students to accomplish the higher-order goals of the class, they must first master the
lower-order skills required to be able to program with data. As a result, the course is designed to
allow students to pick up the lower-order skills at their own pace before class time, using the textbook
written to accompany the course consists of conceptual explanations along with guided examples
and self-check exercises that allow students to pick these skills up at their own pace. Because the
students all have different levels of programming experience, this allows students to come to class
with adequate preparation even though programming backgrounds are highly variable (though less
experienced students do have a higher workload to get to a point where class is beneficial).

3.1. Teaching Methods
Stat 850 is structured primarily as a “flipped classroom”, where students use the custom (and
somewhat informal workbook-style) textbook to learn the concepts, and then apply the concepts in
class by working on the homework assignments in groups. On occasion, if several groups are having
similar issues, there may be demonstrations or short lectures on specific topics. There are several
reasons this structure is useful for teaching computing (in general) and Stat 850 (specifically):
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• Students come into Stat 850 with very different levels of programming skill and experience
with data analysis. Learning the material at their own pace before class helps level the playing
field, albeit at the cost that students who are less familiar must spend more time preparing
for class.
• Students are exposed to the mechanics and basic skills necessary for programming with data
outside of class. In class, students focus on synthesis and integration of these skills, applied to
homework problems designed to mimic real world data analysis tasks (open ended, with many
different ways to solve the problem).
• Group work reinforces the fact that programming is usually not a solitary task - in industry
or academia, students will need to develop the skills to talk about programming and how to
approach a problem; the group work provides a foundation for developing those skills.
During the group work sessions in class, the instructor helps guide and shape the integration
of disjoint tasks into a cohesive analysis, with individual and group feedback provided (usually
verbally). This provides an informal assessment of student learning during each week’s assignment,
which is then formalized when the completed assignments are then graded. Written feedback and
corrections to the code are provided according to rubrics that address specific learning objectives
for each module.
In the first half of the course, students complete homework assignments designed to reinforce critical
programming skills - writing functions, manipulating data, developing simulations, and so on. In
the second half of the course, however, the focus of the class shifts somewhat - about half of the
contact hours are used for group work on the course project, while the other half of the contact
hours are focused on exposing students to new skills and techniques and then reinforcing those skills
using examples and demonstrations. Skills learned during this half of the class are less theoretical
and more hands-on: making slides using Rmarkdown or LaTeX, creating a CV, making interactive
graphics and web applets. These hands-on skills typically don’t require students to completely
master the content; they simply must learn where to go to revisit the documentation; the goal of
the class time is exposure and lessening the barrier to re-learn the material when they actually need
to use it. As a result, during the second part of the class, homework assignments are less common,
but the material is directly relevant to the requirements for students’ projects, and student mastery
of the topics is evaluated when projects are graded.

3.2. Course Activities
In addition to the group work focus of in-class time, there are 3 main activities that students must
complete outside of class:
• Class preparation, using the course workbook, which has written content, examples, and
guided exercises to reinforce learning. This is the bulk of out-of-class activity for the first half
of the class.
• Discussion content, which is approximately matched to the week’s learning objectives, and
requires students to engage with the practical implications of the programming skills they are
learning.
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• A cumulative course project, completed in groups. Some class time is provided for group work,
but the expectation is that students will also work outside of class time to finish the project.
This makes up about half of the out-of-class activity for the second half of the semester.
I have addressed the class preparation portion of this in the previous section: this method allows
students with vastly different backgrounds to put in the time to prepare for class successfully, and
the in-class group work helps to facilitate knowledge transfer between experienced and inexperienced
students.
3.2.1. Discussions
Too often, programming courses focus exclusively on skills, and do not discuss the use of these skills
and the ethical implications of decisions made in the data analysis process. In order to address
this issue, Stat 850 incorporates weekly discussion boards using YellowDig. Students are asked
to read and respond to one or more short articles discussing the ethical implications of topics
like data cleaning, treatment of data science vs. statistics, selection biases in the data, and other
common scenarios. I expect students to think about the issues presented in the articles (though
the articles I choose are sometimes extremely provocative – I do not expect them to agree with the
articles I have chosen, because I often don’t), and compose a well-reasoned reaction or discussion
post. Students are also expected to respond to classmates’ posts, and bonus points are given for
particularly insightful or helpful comments.
Typically, students rise to the occasion with these discussions, in part because the way these ethical
issues play out in different disciplines (social sciences vs. agriculture) make for very different reactions
across the students in the course. Overall, my hope is that students begin to understand that
their data analysis decisions have real-world consequences that impact the utility of their analyses.
YellowDig provides automatic evaluation of students’ participation via specific point totals for new
posts, comments, emoji responses, and more, but I also assess students’ posts and mark particularly
thoughtful responses to receive additional points.
3.2.2. Course Project
The course project is intended to provide students with the opportunity to demonstrate the vast
majority of the skills they have learned over the course of the semester by applying these skills to a
real-world data analysis project. In addition, the course project requires students to demonstrate
“soft skills” that are important - working in a team, writing reports, developing presentations, and
presenting and talking about data analysis. These skills are vital to success as a data analyst, but
are sometimes difficult to explicitly teach.
The course project is such an important part of the course that students are given several opportunities
for feedback: they first submit a project proposal, which requires that they find and assess a data
set for analysis which meets the specifications for the project. Dataset specifications1 are chosen
primarily to ensure that students have ample opportunity to demonstrate skills learned in Stat 850.
Students are specifically instructed that model-based analysis is not the goal of this project, and
that any modeling done with their data should be at most a minor component of the final result.
1

3
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Approximately two weeks before the project is due, students submit a rough draft of their write-up
and analysis for additional feedback. This provides another opportunity for a course correction,
ensuring that students are working with their proposed dataset in a way that will be compatible
with the project rubric and final deliverables.
At the end of the course, students must submit a project report (reproducible, with code and analysis
embedded in the report) and a video presentation of their project, approach, and findings. The
presentation must include slides made using techniques learned in class. Students assess each others’
performance (for the presentation) and I provide feedback on the written report and presentation
via the rubric and individual comments.
I expect students to work in groups successfully, to explore and delve into an interesting dataset,
and to demonstrate the course objectives by applying the course material to a dataset in their
area of interest (or at least in an area they are passionate about). The goal of the project from a
statistical point of view is to do as much as possible without statistical modeling - in part, because
modeling distracts from the visualization and data cleaning learned in Stat 850, and in part because
the background of students in the course is so diverse that students in programs like QQPM know
an entirely different set of statistical models than students from ag-centric disciplines. Restricting
modeling helps to level the playing field and make projects mutually understandable. I structure the
project such that students must leverage writing skills, visualization skills, and programming skills,
and must create slides and documents which are entirely reproducible using the original dataset. In
most cases, students go above and beyond my expectations, because demonstrating their knowledge
of how to create these documents is a relatively minor requirement, and playing with a dataset that
they are interested in is usually sufficiently interesting to provide additional motivation.

3.3. Course Design Rationale
In programming lectures, it is very easy for students to “zone out” by reading the example code
and thinking they understand the process; many times these students then have trouble actually
writing code on the homework assignments because they can read the language but can’t “speak”
it. The hands-on focus of contact hours in Stat 850 ensures that students practice writing code,
rather than reading it; this provides students with much more structure for learning how to actually
program. In addition, because students are programming in groups, they can reinforce each others’
knowledge and build social ties to other students in similar programs. This is particularly useful in
an introductory course which is mandatory for statistics graduate students, as it allows students to
build working relationships with others in the same cohort which will hopefully serve them well
throughout the remainder of the statistics program.
In addition, I have chosen to include a significant discussion component in the course that allows
me to introduce students to ethical issues in statistics, data wrangling, visualization, and machine
learning. These issues are often minimally discussed in more advanced courses, and I hope that
by including this portion of the course, I can encourage students to think deeply about what
they are doing and why they are doing it – skills that will be useful when they write a thesis or
dissertation. This also gives students who struggle more with writing code a chance to engage with
the course material in another way which may be familiar - it is my hope that students who are
more comfortable in a liberal arts style discussion course (as opposed to a statistics/mathematics
course) feel a bit more comfortable learning to program. Ideally, this not only makes for a more
inclusive course, but helps create students who will think about issues such as accessibility of
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visualizations, which groups are represented in the data, and more as they proceed through other
statistical courses.
Stat 850 is a course that is structured primarily around the need for statistics students to have a
fundamental background in programming in R and SAS. My research is primarily in data science
and data visualization, so I have selected a style of programming which ensures students will develop
skills in data wrangling and data visualization which will serve them well in future courses. There
are, of course, many ways to teach programming, and I have intentionally pushed Stat 850 in a
different direction than previous iterations of the course in part because I believe that it is important
for students to approach statistical analysis from the data – to explore a dataset, visualize the raw
data, and identify areas which have to be addressed before modeling can take place. The raw skills
necessary to do this type of data manipulation are not skills that have been previously taught in the
past, yet they make up a huge proportion of actual statistical practice. As a result, my discipline
and research have had a huge impact in shaping Stat 850’s structure and curriculum, but I have
also had others in the department look over the curriculum to ensure that I am covering all of the
topics that are required for future courses in sufficient depth.
Students’ reviews of the course as taught in Fall 2020 were exceptionally positive, and those students
have been responsible for recruiting this semester’s crop of students from their respective programs.
In addition, current statistics students who took Stat 850 from other professors have been using
the resources I developed for Stat 850 to “brush up” on areas that weren’t covered when they
took the course. As a result, I think the methods that I’m using and the approach I’ve taken to
teaching statistical programming are effective at encouraging students to learn how to program in R
and SAS. More importantly, I hope that students are learning to think about the data and data
processing steps of statistical analysis as important predecessors to the statistical modeling and
model interpretation stages that are more typically focused on in statistics courses.
As a skills-based course, Stat 850 is an essential part of the first-year graduate statistics curriculum
in that it levels the playing field between students new to statistics and those who may have had
previous computing experience in undergraduate courses. Stat 850 also functions very nicely as
a skills course for students outside of the statistics department who need to develop computing
skills for research. By focusing heavily on the practical programming and data wrangling, Stat 850
prepares both statistics and outside students for further statistical courses and for independent
research using statistical computing software. Additional components of Stat 850, such as teaching
students how to write professional, data-driven reports, create CVs, and develop slides for research
presentations, also prepare students for milestones of graduate education and for professional work
beyond graduation. While some of this is due to the course content specified by the department,
reinforcing soft skills throughout the course and emphasizing presentation and writing skills via the
course project allow students to practice in low-stakes settings skills which will be critical to their
future careers and graduate work.

4. Analysis of Student Learning
4.1. Reflection on the Semester
It is worthwhile before beginning data analysis to consider the data collection process. Each semester
and each cohort of students is slightly different, and this does affect how the course proceeds and
how the collected data are interpreted.
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Broadly, my goals when starting the Peer Review of Teaching Project were to address two major
deficiencies: students dropping the class because they were overwhelmed with the material, and
students who finished the class but were not capable of breaking down a large statistical analysis
problem into smaller pieces that could be solved computationally. These goals were written with
only one semester of experience with Stat 850 and may need some reassessment after this semester’s
experiences.
There were also some additional challenges this semester: my newborn daughter was hospitalized
about 3 weeks into the semester, and as a result I missed 4 weeks of class. In a traditional course,
this would have been much more problematic, but because of the flipped structure of the class, I
was able to continue engaging with the class online while the TA handled the in-person sessions,
which primarily consisted of working on homework and debugging. As a result of the family leave, I
did not spend as much time grading and giving careful feedback on homework assignments (because
the TA took some of the grading load), which led to an uncomfortable gap in my understanding
of students’ skills. I also interacted somewhat less with the discussion board than I did in 2020,
relying more on in-person student interactions to make necessary connections and gather essential
data on students’ progress.
In future iterations of this course, at least while the enrollment is around 25 students and individual,
careful feedback is still reasonable at scale, it seems rather essential that the instructor actually
grade students’ assignments in order to correct any problems which may arise early on in students’
programming habits.

4.2. Course Completion
In 2020, I had three students who made it through the first week of class and then later dropped
the course because they found it (or life circumstances) overwhelming. In two of the three cases,
the course seemed to be too difficult because of language difficulties - learning two programming
languages while working in your second or third language is an incredibly difficult task. This semester,
while one or two students seemed to struggle with the magnitude of learning two programming
languages, this did not seem to be associated with English fluency. This seems likely to be an
artifact of the cohort – I did not feel that it was necessary to direct students to programming
resources in other languages, as I did in 2020.
In 2021, I had two students who did not engage in the course at all but remained registered through
the end of the semester. These “ghost” students are not as much my concern - if they never engage
or respond, I can’t do much to reach them. I also had two students who experienced difficulties
outside of class and required some modifications to catch up. For these students, the flexibility of
the class structure was beneficial - they continued coming to class, stayed engaged with the material,
and could turn the assignments in on a modified schedule. So while I can’t attribute their eventual
completion of the course to any particular changes I made between 2020 and 2021, I would hope
that the scaffolding early on in the class facilitated their continued engagement and prevented them
from giving up on the material and dropping the course.

4.3. Student Engagement
In 2020, the course was taught in person for the first two months and then transitioned to an online
course. Multiple students participated virtually throughout the entire semester, and there was more
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focus on physical distancing (which makes pair programming and helping peers with syntax errors
more difficult). The discussion board was used as a proxy for in-class interaction between students,
in addition to generating lively discussions about the course topics.
In 2021, the course was largely taught in person (5 classes were moved online for various reasons).
At least partially as a result of this in-person interaction, it seemed that the discussion board was
less useful in 2021, and participation in the discussion component of the class, which took place
online, was markedly lower than in 2020. This seems to be partially due to the composition of
the course – the 2020 class was much more opinionated and contained several more experienced
students who were outgoing and seemed to engage with the discussion board more fully. In 2021, the
students who had experience with data analysis and were in their later years of grad school seemed
more reserved and less inclined to participate in class discussions; as a result, it felt like there were
fewer discussions overall and most students minimally engaged with the discussion boards, even
with mid-semester tweaks in the YellowDig participation formula to encourage even small posts.
Even though student participation and the discussion boards were not initially part of my analysis
plan, it is worth using the available data to examine whether my perception of the course is accurate.
YellowDig collects a considerable amount of data that is available for download, and this data may
assist with assessing the difference in the use of the discussion boards between the two classes.

Figure 1: Engagement networks from YellowDig (student photos have been blurred to protect
privacy) in 2020 (left) and 2021 (right). In 2020, there was more direct interaction with
the instructor, where in 2021, there was more interaction with peers.
The engagement graphs from YellowDig shown in Figure 1 do not seem to show the students’
reticence to participate - in fact, it appears that students were more likely to engage with each
other in 2021; less of the engagement was with me directly. That is, my perception of the discussion
board engagement is possibly an artifact of students’ engagement with each other in 2021, where in
2020, the students engaged with me directly. This may be due to lower perceived availability due to
my FMLA this semester – students turned to each other for help, which is not necessarily a bad
thing! Rather, students turning to each other for help would be a good outcome of the class, as
students in the same cohort in a graduate program should be building ties with each other.
We can also examine direct data from YellowDig community member reports from the two years,
using the chart shown in Figure 2.
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YellowDig Discussion Participation Metrics
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Figure 2: Parallel coordinate plot of YellowDig participation. Each relevant variable is shown on
the x-axis, but scaled so that all values are between 0 and 1. This allows us to see relative
changes in values across 2020 and 2021.
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In 2021, there were more orphan posts (with no comments), but students appeared to engage more
with reactions (emoji at the bottom of posts) than in 2020. Posts were longer and had higher view
counts in 2020 than in 2021, which suggests that discussions were more nuanced and involved more
back-and-forth. In addition, more students received 100% participation credit in 2020 than in 2021,
suggesting that perhaps participation was slightly more universal in 2020.
Upon reflection, I don’t think my perceptions of the discussion board before data analysis were 100%
accurate, but I do think that the discussion board’s success depends heavily on the composition
of the class and the tone I set using the discussion board in the first few weeks of class; having
a disruption sufficient to preclude that involvement meaningfully affects the types of interactions
students have on the discussion board, for better or worse. It is possible that without the pressure
of potentially moving the class fully online during the pandemic, students would prefer in-class
engagement to online engagement. As class time has been dedicated primarily to working on
the assignments, incorporating discussions into in-class hours may require some reworking of the
course, but may result in greater student engagement with the discussion materials, which introduce
students to ethical issues and different considerations for working with real-world data.

4.4. Problem Solving Processes
The primary problem identified during the assessment and design of this course is that students
need to be able to break problems down into small pieces and approach each piece separately before
continuing on to the next piece. In order to encourage this process, this year I added material on
program flow diagrams and required that students generate a program flow diagram in an early
(week 2-3) homework assignment. Students were asked to reflect on the program flow diagram and
pseudocode as a tool on the discussion board, in part for my benefit but also because reflecting on
the process reinforces better programming practices.
• I feel it is always helpful to think about how to set up your code before actually coding. A
flow chart is a good way to visualize the problem and what aspects will be needed to solve it.
In my opinion, at times a flow map can be too simplistic to organize your thoughts on how to
set up your code. Before I start writing my code I will write out pseudocode to help organize
my thoughts, specifically with what functions to use and how to set them up. In all, I think it
is beneficial to think through the process of what your code will do before siting down to start
coding weather that is with a flowchart or another means of organizing your thoughts.
• I think overall that starting with a flow map kind of confused me at the start. It was easier
for to start messing the program, and then go back and make the map half way through.
With that being said, I probably should have sat down and logically thought about what was
happening logic-wise, instead of trying to brute forcing a program to work.
• I didn’t create a flow chart because I felt like it confused me more than helped me.
• Creating a a program flow map helped me to reason through how to write the code. This
helped me to logically see what was going on and the different steps that would have to be
addressed. The logic part was the easiest. The parts of the program flow map that were easy
were the multiples of three and five individually. Combining them together made it harder.
Writing the syntax was a little harder and a had to do some coding research to figure out how
to accurately write the code so I would not get an error message or inaccurate solution.
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• Before making the flow charts, I tried to think of a sequence in my mind that could lead me
to the desired output. Then I start to draw out the flow map that can capture the important
elements. Creating a flow map help me visualize and get a better understanding of how I
should approach the question like using the if-else statements. For me, creating a flow map is
the easy part but getting on to the code and syntax is much harder. On the first few trials
and error, I was not getting the correct output. Then I tried to refer to my flow map and
check back on the textbook to see if I was using the correct argument. And finally after a few
attempt, I managed to get my desired output.
For many students, creating the program flow map early on provided a way to logically structure the
problem that was not dependent on syntax familiarity. However, for students who were less familiar
with programming constructs, even the concept of a program flow map seemed to be difficult. Not
everyone programs in the same way, but the students who were able to create a program flow map
early on did seem to produce more coherent code by the end of the class. It is possible there is a
causal path there, but in 2021, there were n = 2 students who seemed to struggle greatly with the
idea of a program flow map, which is certainly not sufficient to draw any broad conclusions.
Over the course of the rest of the semester, we continued talking about breaking problems down, in
particular discussing it during “debugging week” in the context of generating reproducible examples
of errors and bugs which occur during the course of programming. While there was no formal
assessment to this stage of the course, the in-class activity during debugging week is for students
to experience the “other side” - they must examine selected StackOverflow posts and attempt
to understand the individual’s problem and provide a solution. While the other problem solving
activities are constructive (students must write code to solve a problem), this activity is destructive
- students must debug code and break pre-existing code down in order to solve a problem. Typically,
this portion of the class is much more enlightening for students - they begin to see the importance
of radical simplification of problems to their most fundamental elements. In 2020, this was one of
the final in-person classes, and students found it incredibly illuminating. In 2021, however, this
activity was much less eye-opening for students, in part because the students chose to ignore the
in-class activity in favor of working on the class project proposal, which was the deliverable for the
week. I suspect that the general burnout of two years of pandemic had students focusing on the
essentials – things that would be turned in for a grade, rather than experiential learning opportunities.
Typically, I pair these two activities because it’s hard to design a homework assignment which
assesses debugging, so the deliverable for the week is the project proposal. However, this year’s
experience suggests that it might be best to require students to turn in something related to the
debugging activity in order to signal that it is important to complete.
The primary data point for assessing whether students could successfully break problems down
into smaller pieces occurred during the simulation module, when students were asked to generate
detailed pseudocode for a simulation of a card game.
I observed students during the class meetings where they worked on their simulations. During the
in-class work sessions, I suggested students again return to a program flow diagram; many students
had some form of pseudocode sketch or informal flow diagram drawn out on scratch paper. In order
to help students proceduralize the simulation at a sufficiently fine level, we brought decks of cards
to class - this helped students physically model the process of playing their chosen game of cards,
which led to more detailed pseudocode.
During class, many students were iteratively sketching pseudocode statements and drawing flow-map
style arrows between bits of pseudocode. This behavior was more prominent in students who
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were also working with other students to play games and talk through the games. This lasted for
approximately 45 minutes, after which point students were mostly quiet and working on their own
assignments. There were several useful discussions about how to set up a good simulation: starting
conditions and assumptions, how to simplify rules, and why simulations are useful (to answer
probability questions that are not easy to directly calculate precisely). While card games are not
the typical application for statistical simulation, these considerations and discussions are critically
important for any statistical simulation: most problems have to be simplified and de-constructed
to their essential components to ensure that there is a viable simulated solution. Several students
also discovered that it is easier to simulate starting with extremely simple objects and gradually
implement increasingly complex rules and objects (for instance, starting with a card deck that has 2
suits instead of 4, or only 5 card values instead of 13).
On the second day of class observations, most students did not work on the simulation assignment,
preferring to catch up on other work and work on the team project. This was new behavior - in 2020,
the simulation assignment was much too hard, and so I softened the assignment up a bit (restricting it
to a standard deck of cards and pseudocode alone) and made the actual implementation extra credit.
This did dramatically reduce student stress, but it also seems to have reduced student learning
related to simulation implementation. Of the 18 students who submitted the simulation pseudocode
assignment, 5 submitted full code implementations; of these 5, 3 contained full simulations of an
interesting probability question. While this does not sound particularly promising, it is actually a
substantial improvement from the results in 2020, when most of the class did not submit complete
pseudocode, let alone a full implementation of a simulation. The assignment still clearly needs work,
but incremental progress is still progress.

5. Summary
5.1. Assessing the semester
Reflecting on the semester, what is most interesting to me is that different classes of students have
remarkably different needs. The modifications that I made to the course to address issues that arose
in 2020 did seem to be helpful in building student understanding and making programming a bit
more approachable, but the students of 2021 had different needs and engaged with the material in
different ways. I suspect at least part of this difference is due to my own ability to engage with the
course: 2021 was much more personally challenging for me than 2020 was, and as a result, I did
not have the same ability to engage with students in near realtime on the discussion board. This
led students to engage with each other more, which created more camaraderie but also potentially
more confusion and frustration. While these differences are interesting, they are somewhat harder
to control when planning out the next year’s version of the course.
One of the major issues I noticed this semester was that students overall seemed much less engaged
with the material and much more burnt out. While they kept up with the initial assignments better,
towards the end of the semester I had about 50% of students turning homeworks in late or choosing
to just miss an assignment because of workload in other classes. Undoubtedly, some of this is due to
the general stresses associated with living through 2 years of a global pandemic, but the workload
in this class decreased, if anything, and the students in 2021 had more programming experience
than the students in 2020.
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During the retreats, one of the primary themes across multiple classes seemed to be that each class
is different and that problems which arose in previous semesters were supplanted by new problems. What is the best way to handle adapting a class to changing circumstances and the needs of different
student groups? - How do you strike a balance between constantly changing things (and thus not
being able to compare across years) and adapting the class to students’ needs?

5.2. Problem Solving Skills
At the beginning of the FIRST Project, I set out to work on building students’ skill at breaking
down a problem and solving it step-by-step. The modifications I made to the assignments (focusing
on program flow maps and pseudocode early in the semester) were somewhat helpful in that regard.
Many students still do not want to pre-plan their approach to a problem, which may be in part
because the assignments posed in this class are limited in scope to problems I can reasonably expect
them to solve in about 4 hours (Stat 850 is a 2-hour class). I planned to measure the impact of my
changes to the course by examining performance on the simulation homework assignment, which
requires students to simulate a card game of some type. In Fall 2020, I asked students to fully
implement a card game simulation, but this proved to be too complicated to reasonably complete
during the week-long simulation unit. In Fall 2021, I instead asked students just to write out the
pseudocode for a card game simulation, and then allowed students to implement their pseudocode
for extra credit. While this modification did reduce the assignment to something that could be
completed in a reasonable amount of time, it also did not sufficiently encourage students to actually
implement things in R, which meant that their pseudocode was often not sufficiently detailed or
focused on the programming implementation (as opposed to the physical way the game is played).
Samples of the students’ work are attached, and while I have provided work from 3 students who
implemented their pseudocode, I have also included a 4th student who did not write actual code to
simulate their card game.
In future semesters, I believe I will strike something of a balance - I plan to dedicate 2 weeks to the
simulation homework assignment, asking them to turn in the pseudocode in the first week and the
implemented simulation in the second week. Rather than spending 2 weeks on simulation in class,
however, I will plan lectures (rather than hands-on activities) for the 2nd week of class and students
will work on the 2nd part of the assignment at home. This should strike a better balance in that
students will actually have to implement their simulation, but they will have more time in which to
complete that task.

5.3. Overall Assessment
I am pleased with how Stat 850 evolved this semester. While I hope to never again miss a full
month of class (consecutively or otherwise), the design of 850 is flexible enough to allow for such
catastrophic situations without impacting students’ learning too much. Carefully assessing student
learning through the portfolio process during the chaos of this semester has been very interesting
because while I assumed that the flipped classroom setup would be as useful in 2021 as it was in
2020, and set out to examine other things, one of my primary takeaways is that the flipped classroom
setup is incredibly powerful because it allows for this type of flexibility. The other major takeaway I
have from this semester is that every class is different; as a result, the flexibility I have designed into
the class is something I need to use to adjust the class to the students. In 2020, students seemed to
have trouble breaking down problems, so I adjusted some assignments to provide scaffolding on
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problem solving, but in 2021, the primary issue I noticed is that students seemed to have more
trouble with general time management and burnout unrelated to the class. I may tinker a bit with
some assignments in future semesters to try to reduce the workload and focus on essentials as a
result.
One of the major changes coming to Stat 850 at some point in the future is transitioning the class
from R and SAS to R and Python. I don’t currently know Python very well, so this will require
some work on my part - not just rewriting the textbook, but also learning the material well enough
to teach it. I am starting our undergraduate computing sequence in R and Python, which will allow
me to learn enough over time to hopefully teach Stat 850 in both languages by Fall 2024. In the
meantime, I am planning to try to solidify the core concepts and my approach to teaching this class
in 2023, so that I am able to make dramatic changes in 2024 based on conclusions from a larger
number of students.

A. Syllabus
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Stat 850
Fall 2021
(Note: This is a pdf version of the canvas Syllabus page which has slightly different HTML formatting and
many links to outside pages.)
Welcome to Stat 850! This course has historically been taught as a mixed in-person and online course as well
as a 100% face-to-face course. In the era of COVID-19, it seems prudent to prepare as if the course would be
taught online, making use of any available face-to-face time to interactively engage with each other and the
material. This class will require you to prepare for class by reading the material, working through practice
exercises, and watching videos (as necessary), while your assignments will largely be completed during any
class time that we have. Read more about this format (and the reasoning behind utilizing it).

Contact Details and Office Hours
Instructor: Susan Vanderplas
susan.vanderplas@unl.edu
Hardin 349A
Personal website: https://srvanderplas.netlify.app/
Office hours: By appointment. Make an appointment here. If there are no appointments available which
work with your schedule, email for additional options.
Teaching Assistant: Jayden Stack
jstack9@huskers.unl.edu
Hardin Hall 349B
Office hours: By appointment. Make an appointment here. If there are no appointments available which
work with your schedule, email for additional options.

About The Course
Course Description
Introductions to statistical computing packages and document preparation software. Topics include: graphical
techniques, data management, Monte Carlo simulation, dynamic document preparation, presentation software.

Course Goals
1. Learn how to use R and SAS for data analysis, data processing, and data visualization.
2. Become familiar with the process, techniques, and goals of exploratory data analysis.
3. Create, assess, and debug code effectively.
• Use online resources to find software to perform a task, comparing approaches taken by competing
programs.
• Read error messages, find related problems in online forums, and isolate the conditions necessary
to generate the error.
• Generate minimum working examples or reproducible examples of errors in order to ask for help
effectively.
4. Communicate statistical results using reproducible, dynamic tools. Understand the importance of
reproducibility in scientific computation.
1
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Course Objectives
(what you should be able to do at the end of this course)
A. Clean and format the data appropriately for the intended analysis or visualization method. (Goals: 1)
B. Explore a data set using numerical and visual summaries, developing questions which can be answered
using statistics. (Goals: 1, 2)
C. Evaluate methods or software to assess relevance to a problem. Compare similar options to determine
which are more appropriate for a given application (Goals: 1, 3)
D. Test and debug software, using the following sequence: (Goals: 3, 4)
•
•
•
•

Reproduce the error in a new environment,
Create a minimal reproducible example,
Research the error message and evaluate online resources for relevance,
Ask for help, describing the error or problem appropriately.

E. Document the data, methods, and results of an analysis using reproducible methods. (Goals: 1, 2, 4)

Course Resources
Written Course Materials
In keeping with the principles of this course, any course materials I develop will be made available on GitHub,
in the (continuously evolving) course textbook (Links to an external site.). The book is laid out with the same
structure as the course. In order to avoid duplicating content available elsewhere, where it is appropriate, I
will link to relevant material available on other sites. This makes the course easier to maintain, but it also
ensures you get the most relevant and up to date instructions.

Course Videos
Pre-recorded videos demonstrating various course concepts will be posted before each class. These videos
may show you how to e.g. write a function, execute code, load libraries, or they may be more conceptual
lectures on topics such as data types, code modularity, or the grammar of graphics.
As class will be an interactive, hands-on experience, in order to be prepared for class, you should watch the
videos and read the corresponding material in the book before class starts.

Tech Support
•
•
•
•

University Tech support
SAS - Contact Steve Westerholt for software problems
R/RStudio - Contact Dr. Vanderplas
If you are interested in learning Linux, I am happy to help you with the installation of the operating
system and the software necessary for this class.
• This class will involve using images and resources through the Holland Computing Center. You should
contact them for help if you can’t get resolution by asking me or your classmates. They also hold office
hours weekly where you may be able to get some help.

Technology and Canvas
This class will require you to use Canvas and GitHub. Content will be delivered via Canvas, GitHub, and
VidGrid videos. You can download the textbook fairly easily by cloning the github repository (so it is
accessible offline, at least in theory), but you need to have an internet connection for Canvas and watching
the videos.
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I will make announcements via Canvas, so please check Canvas frequently. I may also make contact via
email, so please check your huskers email on a regular basis as well. A good way to stay on top of this is to
download the Canvas student app, turn on Canvas notifications, link those notifications to your emails, or a
combination of all three. Assignments will be due on Fridays at 10pm unless otherwise specified, so please
keep that in mind.

Assessment and Grading
Assessment
Your final grade will be computed as follows:
• Weekly Assignments and/or Quizzes- 50%
• Class participation - 25%
• Project - 25%
Lower bounds for grade cutoffs are shown in the following table. I will not “round up” grades at the end of
the semester beyond strict mathematical rules of rounding.
Letter grade

X+

X

X-

A
B
C
D
F

97
87
77
67
$<$61

94
84
74
64

90
80
70
61

Interpretation of this table: A grade of 85 will receive a B. A grade of 77 will receive a C+. A grade of 70
will receive a C-. Anything below a 61 will receive an F. General Evaluation Criteria
In every assignment, discussion, and written component of this class, you are expected to demonstrate that
you are intellectually engaging with the material. I will evaluate you based on this engagement, which means
that technically correct but low effort answers which do not demonstrate engagement or understanding will
receive no credit.
When you answer questions in this class, your goal is to show that you either understand the material or
are actively engaging with it. If you did not achieve this goal, then your answer is incomplete, regardless of
whether or not it is technically correct. This is not to encourage you to add unnecessary complexity to your
answer - simple, elegant solutions are always preferable to unwieldly, complex solutions that accomplish the
same task.
While this is not an English class, grammar and spelling are important, as is your ability to communicate
technical information in writing; both of these criteria will be used in addition to assignment-specific rubrics
to evaluate your work.

Assignments
The primary method of assessing your computing skills will be through weekly assignments. These assignments
are intended to demonstrate your understanding of the topics covered in the course. You may work on
programming assignments in groups as long as each person contributes equally and understands the solutions.
I understand that it may take some time to learn certain topics effectively. If you believe you now understand
a topic more effectively than you did when the homework assignment is submitted, please feel free to include
that particular learning objective in your project. If you have included a demonstration of that skill in your
project code, and if you comment on the original assignment that you would like to get points back for this
particular learning objective via the project, I will be happy to consider your request. Learning to code is a
3
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process, and it’s not necessarily linear, so if you get the topic by the end of the class, I’m happy to give you
credit for your learning, even if it didn’t occur according to the course schedule.

Participation
Your participation in the class via face-to-face (or zoom-based) discussions and Yellowdig posts (online message
board integrated into Canvas) will factor into your course grade. Both the frequency of your participation
(e.g. attendance, commenting on classmates’ responses, asking questions on the discussion board) and the
quality of your participation (asking meaningful and informative questions, providing useful answers) will be
evaluated as part of the participation component of the course. Yellowdig discussions will ask you to read
some information and write a couple of paragraphs in response; once you have written your response, you
should also take the time to comment and engage with other students’ responses.
If you choose not to attend class, you can still receive credit for “class participation” if you engage with
the homework material and ask questions via the discussion board (or if you interact with me via zoom).
Basically, you get participation points for actively wrestling with the material, not for showing up.
You will get participation points if you make an appointment with me to ask questions or work through
an issue (or even just to chat). Communication is important, and it helps me adjust my materials and
presentation style to be more effective, which helps you.

Project
The course will also require a final project, which will allow you to demonstrate your statistical computing
skills. Additional details, requirements, grading rubrics, and supporting material will be provided about
halfway through the course, but minimally, you will be expected to record a presentation using either slides or
a poster, and submit a reproducible report in lieu of an exam. You will evaluate your classmates’ presentations
as part of your project grade as well.
This project will require that you identify an interesting dataset, clean it appropriately, and visualize or
analyze the dataset using methods we have discussed in class. You can start looking for “interesting” datasets
now.
Writing and communication are important parts of any technical course. Your project writeup is expected to
use correct grammar and make a coherent point. You are encouraged to make use of the writing center to
help refine your work before you submit it for grading.
The Writing Center can provide you with meaningful support as you write for this class as well as every course
in which you enroll. Trained undergraduate and graduate peer consultants are available to talk with you
about all forms of communication. You are welcome to bring in everything from lab reports, presentations,
and research papers to cover letters, application essays, and graduate theses and dissertations. Writing Center
Consultants can work with you at any stage of the writing process, from brainstorming and organizing your
ideas through polishing a final draft.
To learn more, please visit https://www.unl.edu/writing/online-writing-center-services. Sign up any time by
visiting unl.mywconline.com. For more information about the Writing Center, please visit unl.edu/writing.

Course Policies
Expectations
You can expect Jayden and I to:
• reply to emails within 48 hours during the week (72 hours on weekends)
• be available in class to assist with assignments
• be available by appointment for additional help or discussion
I expect you to:
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•
•
•
•

Read the module material and watch the videos before coming to class
Engage with the material and your classmates during class
Seek help when you do not understand the material
Communicate promptly if you anticipate that you will have trouble meeting deadlines or participating
in a portion of the course.
• Do your own troubleshooting before contacting me for help (and mention things you’ve already tried
when you do ask for help!)
• Be respectful and considerate of everyone in the class

Make Mistakes!
Programming is the process of making a series of silly or stupid mistakes, and then slowly fixing each mistake
(while adding a few more). The only way to know how to fix these mistakes (and avoid them in the future) is
to make them. (Sometimes, you have to make the same mistake a few dozen times before you can avoid it in
the future). At some point during the class, you will find that you’ve spent 30 minutes staring at an error
caused by a typo, a space, a parenthesis in the wrong place. You may ask for help debugging this weird error,
only to have someone immediately point out the problem. . . it is always easier to see these things in someone
else’s code. This is part of programming, it is normal, and you shouldn’t feel embarrassed or sorry (unless
you put no effort into troubleshooting the problem before you asked for help)
If you manage to produce an error I haven’t seen before, then congratulations. You have achieved something
special, and that achievement should be celebrated. Each new and bizarre error is an opportunity to learn a
bit more about the programming language, the operating system, or the interaction between the two.
Netiquette
This course involves online discussions. It is important to maintain professionalism and mutual respect in
these discussions. Here are some guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do not dominate any discussion.
Do not use offensive language.
Never make fun of someone’s ability to read or write.
Use simple English.
Use correct spelling and grammar.
Share tips with other students.
Keep an ‘open-mind’ and be willing to express even your minority opinion.
Be aware of the University’s Academic Honesty Policy.
Think before you push the ‘Send’ button.
Do not hesitate to ask for feedback.
When in doubt, always check with your instructor for clarification.

Failure to adhere to these guidelines will result in a loss of participation points for the class. Repeated
violations will result in your removal from the online discussion space.

Attendance Policy
You are expected to attend class and/or participate virtually. Consistent, repeated failure to attend class or
actively participate in the online portions of the course will affect the participation portion of your grade.

Late Assignments
Late assignments will be accepted only under extenuating circumstances, and only if you have contacted me
prior to the assignment due date and received permission to hand the assignment in late. I reserve the right
not to grade any assignments received after the assignment due date.
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Face Mask Policy
An individual in this course has a documented need for face coverings to be required in this course. Without
divulging personal or identifying information, such a documented need might be that a member of their
household is unable to be vaccinated or has a health condition that makes vaccines less effective for them.
As a result, the College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources has determined that face coverings
will be required in this course. If you are unwilling to comply with this requirement, please visit with your
advisor about different sections or possible alternative courses that you might take in lieu of this one.

Academic Integrity and Class Conduct
You will be engaging with your classmates and me through in-person discussions, zoom meetings, and
collaborative activities. It is expected that everyone will engage in these interactions civilly and in good faith.
Discussion and disagreement are important parts of the learning process, but it is important that mutual
respect prevail. Individuals who detract from an atmosphere of civility and respect will be removed from the
conversation.
Students are expected to adhere to guidelines concerning academic dishonesty outlined in Article III B.1 of
the University’s Student Code of Conduct. The Statistics Department academic integrity and grade appeal
policy is available here.

University Resources and Emergency Procedures
Students with Disabilities
Students with disabilities are encouraged to contact the instructor for a confidential discussion of their
individual needs for academic accommodation. It is the policy of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln to
provide flexible and individualized accommodation to students with documented disabilities that may affect
their ability to fully participate in course activities or to meet course requirements. To receive accommodation
services, students must be registered with the Services for Students with Disabilities (SSD) office, 132 Canfield
Administration, 472-3787 voice or TTY.
I personally have ADHD and prosopagnosia. While you’re probably familiar with the first one, the second
one is a bit less well known - basically, I can’t recognize faces. When my husband gets a haircut, I will walk
right past him in the grocery store and not recognize him until he moves (I can recognize him by his walk). I
will do my best to learn your names, but please bear with me, because it’s particularly hard when I can’t
associate your name with your face.

Mental Health and Wellbeing Resources
UNL offers a variety of options to students to aid them in dealing with stress and adversity. Counseling
and Psychological & Services (CAPS) is a multidisciplinary team of psychologists and counselors that works
collaboratively with Nebraska students to help them explore their feelings and thoughts and learn helpful
ways to improve their mental, psychological and emotional well-being when issues arise. CAPS can be reached
by calling 402-472-7450. Big Red Resilience & Well-Being provides one-on-one well-being coaching to any
student who wants to enhance their well-being. Trained well-being coaches help students create and be
grateful for positive experiences, practice resilience and self-compassion, and find support as they need it.
BRRWB can be reached by calling 402-472-8770.

Emergency Procedures
For more information go to: emergency.unl.edu
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Appendix
How This Course is Set up (and why)
This course will be structured as a “flipped” classroom. This means, in part,
• You’ll be reading and working through the material that would have been a “lecture” at home, before
class.
• When we’re in class, we’ll work on homework, activities, or examples that allow you to use the material
you’ve learned in an active way.
• In class work will often be done in groups or pairs (as much as is practical given social distancing rules)
I originally designed Stat 850 with this structure because the first time I taught the class was in Fall 2020.
I’ve learned from that since then, and I expect we should be able to meet in person without social distancing
restrictions in Fall 2021. . . but, there’s one complication, this time from my side. I’m expecting my 2nd
child on August 24, 2021. So. . . as you might imagine, I will be making use of the online parts of this course
heavily in the first few weeks – but, Jayden, the TA for this course, will fill in for me during the in-class time,
and I’ll be available by email/Canvas/Zoom if you need any help.
Structure
Now, I am not expecting that you will fully “teach yourself” this material. Some grad programs don’t have
required computing courses, and just assume you’ll pick it up on your own. That’s (if you’ll excuse my
language) crap - it just about guarantees that only the people who have extra computing training will be
able to function in the real world. So this course doesn’t rely on your ability to teach yourself - it just relies
on your ability to set aside some time to study topics before class, so that you can apply the material you
learned to problems that reinforce that material while you’re in class. The in-class periods have historically
been quite a bit of fun and involved collaboration with other members of the class.
The “textbook”
“textbook” is in snark-quotes because it’s essentially what I would want to say if I were teaching this portion
of the class in person. All of the snark, snide comments, and jokes I’d include in lecture have been included
in the textbook, as are the comics and memes I might put on slides. It’s hopefully not too dull - there’s a bit
of personality included. About the textbook Think of the textbook as a lecture without all of the annoying
pauses and awkward droning voice. I spent the summer of 2020 writing this thing, and edited it during the
first iteration of the course in Fall 2020, so hopefully it is useful. If you find typos, or see something that’s
wrong or questionable, please email me so that I can fix it. This was written without an editor, and spell
check doesn’t always work so well when code is involved. For example, last year, the class only told me in
late October that they couldn’t see the expandable sections easily, and so were clicking on everything in the
book. I think I’ve fixed that issue, but if something is annoying, so that I can fix it and make your life a little
less irritating. Programming is irritating enough without dealing with a textbook that doesn’t meet your
needs. That’s why I wrote my own book. Video lectures aren’t (in my opinion) particularly helpful with
programming, because having someone speak code at you isn’t necessarily that useful. I will post live coding
videos for certain things, but in general I think it’s more useful for you to work through material at your own
pace and without my annoying voice in the background. :)
There are “try it out” sections after (almost) every chunk of important programming-related material in the
textbook. DO THESE SECTIONS!!! You should actively participate in your learning using these sections –
ideally, fully attempting to answer the question yourself before you look at the answers. Why this matters.
I will include short video clips demonstrating some tasks, so that you can see any information that requires
a graphical interface, as well as seeing someone code in real time. If you would like to see an example of
something, let me know and I’ll do my best to add things.
In addition to the textbook portion of the course, there are a couple of other ways to engage with the material
– and these are things that I can actually assess in a reasonable way.
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Discussion Board
Most modules will include a discussion component using YellowDig. I’ll post a page to the canvas module
describing the topic and providing any reading material; you’ll make posts (and respond to your classmates’
posts). You’ll need to meet a weekly discussion participation target in YellowDig to get full participation
points. Why? I want you to engage with your classmates! Discussions are a way to get at the open-ended
types of philosophical questions that aren’t easily graded via a rubric. Some of the skills in programming
are things like reading documentation, assessing software package options, and knowing how to ask good
questions. Those aren’t easily explored via a homework assignment, but may be easier to develop and assess
through discussions. I don’t ask that your comments always be completely correct - I just want to see evidence
that you’re thinking about the topics we are covering in class. If the weekly discussion topic doesn’t appeal
to you, that’s fine - you can always bring up any issues you’re having with the homework, or any other
questions/comments/discoveries you’ve made on your own. The discussion topics are meant to provide some
guidance as to things you should be thinking about as we proceed through the course, but they’re not all
encompassing and I welcome any information you want to share on course-related topics as well. Yellowdig
gives you points for making posts, points for replying to other people’s posts, and points when people reply to
your posts, add emoji-reactions, etc. Basically, you get points for doing just about anything beyond reading
the posts. Hopefully this makes it easier to accumulate participation points. Weekly Assignments
There will be weekly assignments, which will hopefully be done during class time. These assignments are
designed to give you practice with the material, and to help you develop the skills you’ll need to work
with data effectively. Work together on assignments! You’re welcome (and encouraged) to work in groups
on assignments, so long as everyone is contributing. In most cases, you will be submitting an individual
assignment, so your assignment should not be a direct copy of someone else’s. Learning to program with
other people makes it much easier and less frustrating. There’s not a good socially distanced substitute for
your neighbor leaning over and saying “hey, you misspelled your variable name” when debugging a problem.
We’ll be using GitHub to do assignments, so when an assignment is submitted as a group assignment, each
individual’s contributions will be a matter of public record. Any large discrepancies in level of effort (as
measured by git contributions) between group members will be considered when grading projects turned in
as a group. Final Project
In broad strokes, you’ll take a dataset of your choice and use the things you’ve learned in this class to do
something interesting and fun with it. We’ll talk more about it later, but you can start looking for a fun or
interesting data set now. Explanation I’d rather give you a project than have to write one or more exams that
can be done in 2 hours and are reasonable representations of the real world. Real data work takes time, and
any test that simulates real conditions (where you can access online resources, friends, reference materials,
etc.) is essentially a homework assignment.
The goal is to make this a very hands-on, practical class. If this format freaks you out
That’s totally ok. I probably would have freaked out a bit too, as a grad student.
I found that the flipped structure of this course allowed most people to learn the material with only the
minimal required amount of stress necessary to learn a computing language (anyone who tells you that this
can be done without stress and/or frustration is lying). Specifically, when you’re working on homework, you’ll
be in a group of other people who are doing the same thing, and hopefully can help you out when you get
stuck. While you’re preparing for class, you’ll be alone, but if we were using class time for lecture, you’d just
be nodding along, and stressing out over the homework on your own. As long as you can get over the idea
that you’re supposed to come to class knowing everything about how to solve the problem, you’ll be fine in
this class - it works best if everyone has a sense of humor about their mistakes, the error messages they get,
and how frustrating the experience of programming is.
If you
• don’t think this class is set up for you and the way you learn, or
• you’re thoroughly freaked by the idea of learning a programming language from a workbook and
exercises and then getting help and clarification while working on material in class
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Let me know, and I’ll hook you up with other people in the class who might want to work with a buddy to
learn the material too. Programming and grad school are both very much group activities – you live or die
by the support groups you have around you. So if you need some help setting that up, let me know and I’ll
do my best to help you find a supportive group of people to work with.
There are also a ton of YouTube videos and other material online to augment what I’ve provided you with. If
you find material that helped you, let everyone know on YellowDig so that I can add that information to the
course/textbook/etc. The textbook is a “living document” and I’m not planning to ever be finished editing
it. How to get help
I’m available for office hours via Zoom (for the first half of the semester) and may be available for limited
in-person appointments later in the semester, once I’m back at work full time.
Use this link to make an appointment (appointments auto-update with my availability). You can also reach
out via Canvas or email if you have a question or issue and want to resolve it asynchronously.
Jayden is also available for help - just email him, or ask him for an appointment during class.
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Homework: Simulation
Muxin Hua
Instructions
Spend no more than 4 hours on writing pseudocode for this assignment
Read the assignment from start to finish - the simulation design will affect your functions.
Work through this assignment in detailed pseudo-code first. See the hearts.Rmd file for an example. - Put
your pseudo-code (or list of steps) in “‘ blocks with no {} (this is a generic markup chunk).
Then, if you have time, implement the game in R and simulate your question.
You will have an opportunity to submit a link to this assignment with working code for an extra (bonus)
homework assignment one week after this assignment is due.
When you are finished with the assignment:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Save the file as 10_Lastname_Firstname.Rmd and compile it
Commit the Rmd file and corresponding html file to your homework git repo
Push the commit to github
Locate the Rmd file on github and click on the SHA link for the file
Paste the url of the resulting page into Canvas to submit your assignment.

Your assignment must compile on a different computer.

Is it in the cards?
In this task, you will create a simulation of a card game played with a standard deck of 52 cards. You
might consider games such as blackjack, war, or go fish. You may choose any game that can be assessed
probabilistically – you may want to avoid games which require a large amount of strategy, skill, and bluffing,
such as poker. You may also want to avoid games which depend on pair strategies, such as spades.
This homework file is set up to demonstrate how this would be done with the game of hearts. As a result,
you may not pick hearts as your game of choice.
You don’t need to necessarily simulate the full game mechanism, but you do need to implement enough of
the game mechanism that you can identify an interesting probability question in your game and answer the
question using a simulation.
Set up your objects
First, you must set up a data frame describing all possible values of your playing items. For instance, if you
are using a standard deck of 52 playing cards, you’ll need a data frame which has columns for suit and value,
and you may want to make value a factor variable (your call on that one). If your game requires that players
hold cards in their hand, you may also want to have a column indicating location (deck, discard, player_x).
Pseudocode steps
1. Create a tibble with 4 suits and 13 values labeled Ace, 2:10, J, Q, K
2. Add card ID numbers
3. Limited number of players to 2
1
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4. Add location column
5. Add rank for comparison
library(tidyverse)
create_deck <- function() {
# Set up cards
suits <- c("hearts", "diamonds", "spades", "clubs")
values <- factor(1:13, labels = c(2:10, "Jack", "Queen", "King", "Ace"))
deck <- crossing(suit = suits, value = values)

}

# Set up points
# This will change depending on which game you want to simulate
# I have demonstrated this using hearts
deck %>%
# add a card ID
mutate(id = 1:n()) %>%
# add rank for comparing
mutate(rank = rep(c(2:13,1), times=4))

create_deck()
## # A tibble: 52 x 4
##
suit value
id rank
##
<chr> <fct> <int> <dbl>
## 1 clubs 2
1
2
## 2 clubs 3
2
3
## 3 clubs 4
3
4
## 4 clubs 5
4
5
## 5 clubs 6
5
6
## 6 clubs 7
6
7
## 7 clubs 8
7
8
## 8 clubs 9
8
9
## 9 clubs 10
9
10
## 10 clubs Jack
10
11
## # ... with 42 more rows
Limit the number of players to 2
check_player <- function(deck=create_deck(), n_player = 2){
if (n_player == 2) {
# do nothing special
} else{
stop("War is playable by only 2")
}
deck
}
create_deck() %>%
check_player(n_player = 2) %>%
arrange(value, suit)
## # A tibble: 52 x 4
##
suit
value

id

rank
2
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##
<chr>
<fct> <int> <dbl>
## 1 clubs
2
1
2
## 2 diamonds 2
14
2
## 3 hearts
2
27
2
## 4 spades
2
40
2
## 5 clubs
3
2
3
## 6 diamonds 3
15
3
## 7 hearts
3
28
3
## 8 spades
3
41
3
## 9 clubs
4
3
4
## 10 diamonds 4
16
4
## # ... with 42 more rows
Write one or more functions to simulate the basic game mechanisms
For instance, if you are simulating a game where all cards are initially held by players, you need to have a
function that randomly assigns 13 cards to each player. You may also want a function that controls the game
play and functions for each separate step in game play (some of these functions may need to be called using a
loop).
Pseudocode steps
1. Shuffle the card and devide the deck evenly, each player has 26 cards.
2. As long as cards are not labeled with the same player,the following loop goes on.
1. Each of the player randomly pick a card from their stacks.
2. compare the card.
1. If the card are not the same rank, return the player has the higher rank.
2. If the cards are the same rank, each player pick another two cards, turn up one randomly, and
compare. If the rank are not the same, goes to the next step; if the rank are the same, redo
this step.
3. Winner takes all the cards selected by both players.
4. Check if all the cards belong to one player, if not return to 2.1.
Break your problem down into steps and write functions for each step, putting each step under its own level
4 header (#### at the front)
# Shuffle the card and evenly divide 52 cards to 2 players, 26 cards each.
shuffle_div <- function(deck, player=1:2){
deck %>% check_player(length(player)) %>%
# shuffle the deck
slice_sample(n = nrow(deck)) %>%
# devide cards
mutate(player = rep(player, length.out=n()))
}
create_deck() %>% shuffle_div()
Shuffle and divide
## # A tibble:
##
suit
##
<chr>
## 1 spades

52 x 5
value
id rank player
<fct> <int> <dbl> <int>
5
43
5
1
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## 2 hearts
Queen
37
## 3 spades
10
48
## 4 diamonds 2
14
## 5 spades
2
40
## 6 diamonds 5
17
## 7 hearts
7
32
## 8 clubs
2
1
## 9 hearts
10
35
## 10 spades
Jack
49
## # ... with 42 more rows

12
10
2
2
5
7
2
10
11

2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

Picking Cards Since the players don’t need to know how their cards are arranged, so I set rule of randomly
picking cards.
# picking the number of cards need to be picked
# number of cards need to be picked depends on if the round before was a tie.
random_pick <- function(n_round){
# create a vector storing the cards picked by players
selected <- c()
# pick cards for each player
for (i in 1:2){
picked <- create_deck() %>%
shuffle_div() %>%
filter(player == i) %>% # limit the picking to a specific player
slice_sample(n = (ifelse(n_round==1, 1, 2))) # pick 1 or 2 cards depend on if there were same rank in the
selected <- rbind(selected, picked)
}
return(selected)
}

# No matter how many selected (1 or 2), randomly pick one for comparing
compare <- function(selected, tie=0){
winner=0
# select the card for comparing
select_1 <- selected %>% filter(player==1) %>% slice_sample(n = 1)
select_2 <- selected %>% filter(player==2) %>% slice_sample(n = 1)
# compare the selected cards to decide winner and tie
if(select_1$rank>select_2$rank){
winner=1
tie=0}
else if(select_1$rank>select_2$rank){
winner=2
tie=0}
else{tie <- tie+1} # if this is a tie, add one to variable tie
return(c(winner, tie))
}
Compare the cards
take_cards <- function(deck, all_selected, winner){
# assigning all the cards in selected as cards of the winner
all_selected$player <- rep(winner,times=nrow(all_selected))
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}

# relable those cards in the original deck
deck <- rbind(deck[-c(all_selected$id),], all_selected)
return(deck)

Winner takes all the cards

general_play <- function(total_round){
# create a deck, shuffle and divide
stacks <- create_deck() %>% shuffle_div()
n_count = 1 # Total number of comparisons
# As long as both player have cards, the game can go on
while (!((sum(stacks$player == 1)==0) || (sum(stacks$player == 2)==0))){
n_tie <- 0
tie <- 0
n_round <- 1 # how many comparisons before a player takes all the cards
all_selected <- random_pick(n_round)
res <- compare(all_selected, tie)
winner <- res[1]
tie <- res[2]
# If there's a tie in the first comparison, the selection and comparing loop has to go on before find a re
while(tie != 0){
n_tie <- n_tie + 1
n_round <- n_round + tie
round_selected <- random_pick(n_round)
all_selected <- rbind(round_selected, all_selected)
res <- compare(round_selected, tie)
winner <- res[1]
tie <- res[2]
}
n_count <- n_count+n_round
take_cards(stacks, all_selected, winner)
if (n_count>=total_round){break} # It takes thousands of round to finish playing this game, so I limited t
}
return(c(n_tie, n_count)) # Return how many ties are their in the whole game
}
Play a full game
Full Simulation I run 1000 times for each round limitation of 10, 100 and 500, to see what are the
percentage of tie in the game.
total_percentage <- c()
for (total_round in c(10, 100, 500)){
tie_percentage <- c()
i=1
while (i <= 1000){
rest <- general_play(total_round)
tie_percentage <- rbind(tie_percentage, rest)
i <- i+1
}
total_percentage <- rbind(total_percentage, tie_percentage)
}
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save(total_percentage, file = "total_percentage.Rdata")
Identify a probability question you can answer with your simulation
Does the total number of same-rank case varies with the total number of games played? To
answer this question, I plot the statistical distribution of the number of ‘same-rank case’ as follow. The
simulation shows that the number of ‘same-rank case’ looks independent of the game played.
load("total_percentage.Rdata")
total_percentage <- cbind(data.frame(total_percentage), rep(c('10', '100', '500'), each=1000))
colnames(total_percentage) <- c('rep_times', 'all_rounds', 'mark')
rownames(total_percentage) <- c(1:nrow(total_percentage))
ggplot(total_percentage, aes(x=rep_times))+geom_bar()+facet_grid(mark ~ .)
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Homework: Simulation
Jiaqi Chen
Instructions
Spend no more than 4 hours on writing pseudocode for this assignment
Read the assignment from start to finish - the simulation design will affect your functions.
Work through this assignment in detailed pseudo-code first. See the hearts.Rmd file for an example. - Put
your pseudo-code (or list of steps) in “‘ blocks with no {} (this is a generic markup chunk).
Then, if you have time, implement the game in R and simulate your question.
You will have an opportunity to submit a link to this assignment with working code for an extra (bonus)
homework assignment one week after this assignment is due.
When you are finished with the assignment:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Save the file as 10_Lastname_Firstname.Rmd and compile it
Commit the Rmd file and corresponding html file to your homework git repo
Push the commit to github
Locate the Rmd file on github and click on the SHA link for the file
Paste the url of the resulting page into Canvas to submit your assignment.

Your assignment must compile on a different computer.

Is it in the cards?
In this task, you will create a simulation of a card game played with a standard deck of 52 cards. You
might consider games such as blackjack, war, or go fish. You may choose any game that can be assessed
probabilistically – you may want to avoid games which require a large amount of strategy, skill, and bluffing,
such as poker. You may also want to avoid games which depend on pair strategies, such as spades.
This homework file is set up to demonstrate how this would be done with the game of hearts. As a result,
you may not pick hearts as your game of choice.
You don’t need to necessarily simulate the full game mechanism, but you do need to implement enough of
the game mechanism that you can identify an interesting probability question in your game and answer the
question using a simulation.
Set up your objects
First, you must set up a data frame describing all possible values of your playing items. For instance, if you
are using a standard deck of 52 playing cards, you’ll need a data frame which has columns for suit and value,
and you may want to make value a factor variable (your call on that one). If your game requires that players
hold cards in their hand, you may also want to have a column indicating location (deck, discard, player_x).
The game I simulate is blackjack (of baby version), the game will played at most 4 rounds, by 5 players, the
first player is the dealer, the points of the cards are 1 to 10 for the number cards (including ACE=1), and 10
for the others. the strategy is that players other than player 1 will get as much card as they can (the players
are not smart so they will get cards even their point is exactly 21) while player 1 will get another card with
probability 0.5 if his point is greater than 15 and with probability 1 otherwise.
1
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(previous version: The game I simulate is blackjack, with the strategy that all players will get a card if their
sum is less than 21 without considering if their sum would be surplus 21 if they get one more card (for
example, the player will still get a card if his sum is 20 and he knows that all the ACEs are distributed).)
Pseudocode steps: Set up objects
1. Create a tibble with 4 suits and 13 values labeled Ace, 2:10, J, Q, K
• To simplify, ACEs have just 1 value: 1, all Js, Qs, Ks have value 10, the others have values same
with their pip values.
2. add location (“used”) column (1 is the dealer, 2, 3, 4. . . are the players).
3. Add card ID numbers
4. The point table will have columns, assuming the game will be played as most 4 rounds. 8 columns:
players, points of round 1, 2, 3, 4, final point, status, win or lose.
5. set up a table to record the result in each simulation.
(previous edition: Pseudocode steps: Set up objects 1. Create a tibble with 4 suits and 13 values labeled Ace,
2:10, J, Q, K 2. Add point values, ACEs will have 2 values: 1 and 11, all Js, Qs, Ks have value 10, the others
have values same with their pip values.) 3. (Eventually) add location column (1 is the dealer, 2, 3, 4. . . are
the players)- defer to a later step. 4. Add a points table, it will has 4 columns (if a player gets 4 ACEs, he
could regard 1, 2, 3 or 4 ACEs pointed 1 and others pointed 11 respectively).)
How do you plan to have ACEs have 2 values? How are you going to store that? If you store it in
a table, how is that table going to line up with your tibble?

# R code goes here - you can add more R chunks if you have multiple steps or want to explain each function aft
#set up the cards table
ID <- c(1:52)
types <- c(rep(c("Diamond"), 13), rep(c("Club"), 13), rep(c("Heart"), 13), rep(c("Spade"), 13))
num <- rep(c("A","2","3","4","5","6","7","8","9","10","J","Q","K"), 4)
point <- rep(c(1:10,10,10,10), 4)
used <- rep(0, 52)
card <- data.frame(ID = ID, types = types, number = num, point = point, used = used)

#5 players play the game, player 1 as dealer, the game will be played at most 4 rounds, set up the points tabl
nplayer <- 5
player <- data.frame(player = c(1:nplayer), round1 = rep(0,nplayer), round2 = rep(0,nplayer),
round3 = rep(0,nplayer), round4 = rep(0,nplayer),
final = rep(0,nplayer), status = rep("playing", nplayer),
winorlose = rep("unknown", nplayer))
Write one or more functions to simulate the basic game mechanisms
For instance, if you are simulating a game where all cards are initially held by players, you need to have a
function that randomly assigns 13 cards to each player. You may also want a function that controls the game
play and functions for each separate step in game play (some of these functions may need to be called using a
loop).
In each simulation,
1. In each round, distribute 1 cards for each player randomly, record the distributed cards with a mark,
then update the point (player) table.
a. calculate the points for each player, update the the “final” column and the “status” column;
b. if one player’s final point is greater or equal than 21, then his “status” change to “stop”;
c. for player 1, if his final point is greater than 15, then the probability he will get another card is 0.5.
2. repeat 1 4 times or until the number of “stop” players is not less or equal to 3.
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3. compare the final point of each player, find the winner in each simulation and record.
Calculate the probability that player x win the game.
(Previous version: Pseudocode steps:
1. distribute 2 cards for each player randomly, record the distributed cards with a mark.
a. calculate the points for each player, if ACE is hold by someone, his point will calculate as ACE=1
or ACE=11, if 2 ACEs are hold by someone, his point should be calculated as (ACE1=1, ACE2=1),
(ACE1=11, ACE2=1), (ACE1=1, ACE2=11), (ACE1=11, ACE2=11);
b. fill the points table, if 21 is in the one player’s row, then he wins, the game ends;
c. No one will fail in the first round.
2. distribute cards with no mark randomly for the next round, record the distributed cards with a mark.
a. calculate the points for each player, if ACE is hold by someone, his point will calculate as ACE=1
or ACE=11, if more than 1 ACE are hold by someone, his point should be calculated with
combination of ACE=1 or 11;
b. update the points table, if 21 is in the one player’s row, then he wins, the game ends, if one’s point
is larger than 21, then he fails, quit the game;
3. if the game doesn’t end, continues with the players remain, repeat the 2 step untill one player wins. If
all the player fail, then the game is end in a tie.)
You might be a bit more specific about marks - are you storing these as player numbers so that
you can do a group_by() statement to calculate points?
What functions do you need? I can think of a few - deal_initial, hit (add a card), score_hands.
Are you implementing the split function? If so, how are you doing that? If not, you should state
that you are modifying the rules for simplicity’s sake.
I would like to see a bit more detail and function-ness in your pseudocode.
Break your problem down into steps and write functions for each step, putting each step under its own level
4 header (#### at the front)

# R code goes here - you can add more R chunks if you have multiple steps or want to explain each function aft
baby_blackjack <- function(t, x) {
n <- t
#set up the result table for simulation
resulttable <- as.data.frame(matrix(rep(0, n*nplayer),
nrow = nplayer, byrow = T))
rownames(resulttable) <- c("player1","player2","player3","player4","player5")
colnames(resulttable) <- c(1:n)
rounds <- 4
for (l in 1:n) {
#set up new table to record
cards_rd <- card
players_rd <- player
for (j in 1:rounds) {
set.seed(100 + l + j)
#distribute cards randomly
if(sum(players_rd[,"status"]=="stop") <= nplayer-2){
r <- sample(cards_rd[which(cards_rd$used==0), "ID"],
nplayer, replace = FALSE)
3
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for (i in 1:length(r)) {
IDselect <- which(cards_rd$ID==r[i])
cards_rd[IDselect, 5] <- i
players_rd[i, j+1] <- cards_rd[IDselect, "point"]
players_rd[i, "final"] <- sum(players_rd[i, 2:5])

}

#If the final point of a player is greater than 21, in real life, he will not get a card,
players_rd[i, "status"] <- ifelse(players_rd[i, "final"]>21,
"stop", "playing")

}
else {
r <- rep(0, nplayer)
for (i in 1:length(r)) {
players_rd[i, j+1] <- r[i]

}

}

}

#update the final points
players_rd[i, "final"] <- sum(players_rd[i, 2:5])

#assume player1 (dealer) is more skillful, when his final point is greater than 15, he will random
if(players_rd[1, "final"] > 15){
set.seed(l + j)
players_rd[1, "status"] <- ifelse(runif(1, min = 0, max = 1)>0.5,
"stop", "playing")
}

if(sum(players_rd[which(players_rd$final<=21), "final"])>0)
maxpoint <- max(players_rd[which(players_rd$final<=21), "final"])
else
maxpoint <- 0
for (k in 1:nrow(players_rd)) {
if(players_rd[k, "final"] == maxpoint){
players_rd[k, "winorlose"] <- c("win")
resulttable[k, l] <- 1
}

}

}

}

else{
players_rd[k, "winorlose"] <- c("lose")
resulttable[k, l] <- 0
}

return(resulttable)
#sum(resulttable[x, ]==1)/n
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Full Simulation Your last function should be something that when called returns information about a
fully played game.
rowMeans(baby_blackjack(100, 1)[1,])
## player1
##
0.16
rowMeans(baby_blackjack(200, 2)[2,])
## player2
##
0.205
By simulating 100 times, the probability that player 1 win the game is 0.16. By simulating 200 times, the
probability that player 1 win the game is 0.205.
Identify a probability question you can answer with your simulation
For instance, if you are simulating blackjack, you may want to know what the expected return on a specific
strategy is (hint: if you’re beating the dealer, your simulation is probably wrong).
Is the chance of winning for a skillful player is highr than the others?

No, it is not.

Design a simulation to answer the question you identified
Run your simulation with an increasing number of iterations and create some sort of plot showing your
results.
It seems no plot is appropriate for my work.
I modified your baby blackjack function to spit out the full table
library(tidyverse)
## -- Attaching packages --------------------------------------- tidyverse 1.3.1 -##
##
##
##

v
v
v
v

ggplot2
tibble
tidyr
readr

3.3.5
3.1.6
1.1.4
2.1.0

v
v
v
v

purrr
dplyr
stringr
forcats

0.3.4
1.0.7
1.4.0
0.5.1

## -- Conflicts ------------------------------------------ tidyverse_conflicts() -## x dplyr::filter() masks stats::filter()
## x dplyr::lag()
masks stats::lag()
games <- baby_blackjack(1000, 1)
games %>%
mutate(player = rownames(.)) %>%
pivot_longer(1:1000, names_to = "round", values_to = "win") %>%
mutate(round = as.numeric(round)) %>%
group_by(player) %>%
mutate(cum_win_prob = cumsum(win)/(1:n())) %>%
ggplot(aes(x = round, y = cum_win_prob, color = player)) +
geom_step() +
ylab("Cumulative win probability") +
xlab("Simulation number") +
ggtitle("Baby Blackjack Simulation Results")
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Baby Blackjack Simulation Results

Cumulative win probability

1.00

0.75

player
player1
player2
0.50

player3
player4
player5

0.25

0.00
0

250

500

750

1000

Simulation number
Based on this, I think your simulation might be too simplistic - your dealer has the same probability
of winning as everyone else, which is just 1/5.
Describe any issues you encountered in your simulation, and how you addressed them (or where the whole
thing went off the rails, if you couldn’t address everything in time).
I encountered some issues such as regarding ACE as 1 or 11, I just simplify the process.
Simulation is a balance - you can simplify the process, but in this case that just makes the game
a question of basic probability instead of skill/logic. It might be worth adding some logic to
determine if the player should take a card based on their current status - that would make the
simulation much more interesting.
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Homework: Simulation
TOM CHOI
Instructions
Spend no more than 4 hours on writing pseudocode for this assignment
Read the assignment from start to finish - the simulation design will affect your functions.
Work through this assignment in detailed pseudo-code first. See the hearts.Rmd file for an example. - Put
your pseudo-code (or list of steps) in “‘ blocks with no {} (this is a generic markup chunk).
Then, if you have time, implement the game in R and simulate your question.
You will have an opportunity to submit a link to this assignment with working code for an extra (bonus)
homework assignment one week after this assignment is due.
When you are finished with the assignment:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Save the file as 10_Lastname_Firstname.Rmd and compile it
Commit the Rmd file and corresponding html file to your homework git repo
Push the commit to github
Locate the Rmd file on github and click on the SHA link for the file
Paste the url of the resulting page into Canvas to submit your assignment.

Your assignment must compile on a different computer.

Is it in the cards?
In this task, you will create a simulation of a card game played with a standard deck of 52 cards. You
might consider games such as blackjack, war, or go fish. You may choose any game that can be assessed
probabilistically – you may want to avoid games which require a large amount of strategy, skill, and bluffing,
such as poker. You may also want to avoid games which depend on pair strategies, such as spades.
This homework file is set up to demonstrate how this would be done with the game of hearts. As a result,
you may not pick hearts as your game of choice.
You don’t need to necessarily simulate the full game mechanism, but you do need to implement enough of
the game mechanism that you can identify an interesting probability question in your game and answer the
question using a simulation.
Set up your objects
First, you must set up a data frame describing all possible values of your playing items. For instance, if you
are using a standard deck of 52 playing cards, you’ll need a data frame which has columns for suit and value,
and you may want to make value a factor variable (your call on that one). If your game requires that players
hold cards in their hand, you may also want to have a column indicating location (deck, discard, player_x).
Pseudocode steps
Create a tibble with 4 suits and 13 values labeled Ace, 2:10, J, Q, K
Add card ID numbers
(Eventually) add location column - defer to a later step
1
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Remove any cards from the deck not necessary for game play
create_deck <- function() {
# Set up cards
suits <- c("hearts", "diamonds", "spades", "clubs")
values <- factor(1:13, labels = c(2:10, "Jack", "Queen", "King", "Ace"))
deck <- crossing(suit = suits, value = values) %>%
# add a card ID
mutate(id = 1:n())
return(deck)
}
create_deck()
## # A tibble: 52 x 3
##
suit value
id
##
<chr> <fct> <int>
## 1 clubs 2
1
## 2 clubs 3
2
## 3 clubs 4
3
## 4 clubs 5
4
## 5 clubs 6
5
## 6 clubs 7
6
## 7 clubs 8
7
## 8 clubs 9
8
## 9 clubs 10
9
## 10 clubs Jack
10
## # ... with 42 more rows
Write one or more functions to simulate the basic game mechanisms
This game is made for 2 players only. The goal is to be the first player to win all 52 cards.
HOW TO DEAL
The deck is divided evenly, with each player receiving 26 cards, dealt one at a time, face down.
Anyone may deal first.
HOW TO PLAY
Each player turns up a card at the same time and the player with the higher card takes both
cards and puts them, face down, on the bottom of his stack.
If the cards are the same rank, it is War. Each player turns up one card face down and one card
face up. The player with the higher cards takes both piles (six cards). If the turned-up cards are
again the same rank, each player places another card face down and turns another card face up.
The player with the higher card takes all 10 cards, and so on.
HOW TO WIN The game ends when one player has won all the cards.
Variables
The variables of interest are described below:
• suit: suit of the card
• value: value of the card
2
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•
•
•
•
•
•

id: card id
player: player initially holding the card
player2: winner of the card
count: total # of turns occurred during the game
turn: what turn is it now?
war: total # of wars occurred during the game

https://bicyclecards.com/how-to-play/war/#filter https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yX-jOVer758
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J5vT33Vo04s
General rule
1. Deal Cards
1) randomly assign 26 cards to each player (card pile facing down in front of them)
2. Play the game
1) each player flip over a card on the top and then compare
A) the player with the higher card wins the both cards
A1) put the cards on the bottom of the winning player’s pile
B) when both players filp over the cards with matching rank, it is a war
B1) each player draws 3 additional cards face down
B2) each player draws 1 more card face up and compare the cards
B2a) if the cards are matched again then it’s another war.
(repeat the process until the cards do not tie)
B2b) if a player doesn’t have enough cards to finish a war, he/she loses the war/game.
B3) the player with the higher card wins all the cards
3. Play until one player runs out of cards. The one who win all 52 cards wins the game.
Pseudocode steps
1) create a deck -> create list of 52 cards (suit, value, id)
2) deal cards -> add player, player2, count, turn, war columns to the list
(order of the player list is set by alphabetical order of player initials)
3) pick a card from the top and compare -> compare 1st card for each player in the list
if higher -> wins cards (need to decide which card goes up on the pile; see below)
if ties -> declare a war
if run out -> lose the game
*declare a war (write a function that does three tasks below)
locate 4th card below the list top for each player and then:
if higher -> wins cards (need to decide which card goes up on the pile; see below)
if ties -> declare another war (need to decide which card goes up on the pile; see below)
if run out -> lose the game
*things to consider
the rules of War have gaps regarding merging the played cards after each turn:
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if the certain hands are dealt and player 1’s cards are always added
before player 2’s cards to the bottom of the winner’s stack,
then the resulting game of War will never end
One [article](https://www.wimpyprogrammer.com/the-statistics-of-war-the-card-game) says
shuffling the winnings led to much faster games but this was not the case for my code
*card merging rules (which card goes up on the pile when merging)

I have 4 options: random shuffle, winner first, Amy first (alphabetical order), top of the list first. I chose
1) main rules -> whoever wins go on the top of the deck
play[[1]] <- play[[1]] %>%
# mutate(player2 = .$player[which.max(.$value)], turn=count+1)
arrange(desc(value)) %>%
mutate(player2 = .$player[1], turn=count+1)
# %>%
# slice_sample(n = nrow(.)) # this is not good
2) war rules -> whoever is on the top of the list (e.g., Amy or Joe), his/her cards are merged first
war2 <- function(dealt, ...){
n0 <- 1
play4 <- vector("list",4)
players <- unique(dealt$player2)

#this is important (alternate orders)

Break your problem down into steps and write functions for each step, putting each step under
its own level 4 header (#### at the front)
deal_cards <- function(deck, players) {
if (length(players)!=2) stop("this game is for 2 players only")
deck %>%
# shuffle the rows
slice_sample(n = nrow(deck)) %>%
# Assign cards to players one-by-one
mutate(player = rep(players, length.out = n()), player2=player, count=0, turn=0, war=0)
}
create_deck() %>%
deal_cards(players = c("Amy", "Joe")) %>%
group_by(player) %>%
# view()
count()
Deal cards to players
## # A tibble: 2 x 2
## # Groups:
player [2]
##
player
n
##
<chr> <int>
## 1 Amy
26
4
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## 2 Joe

26

# main rules
play_game2 <- function(card, ...){
players <- unique(card$player)
if (length(players)!=2) stop("this game is for 2 players only") # stop unless 2 players are given
play <- vector("list",1) # use list to avoid memory overload
dealt <- vector("list",1) # use list to avoid memory overload
dealt[[1]] <- card
# if (length(unique(dealt[[1]]$player2))==1) stop("the game is set!")
repeat{
play[[1]] <- dealt[[1]][!duplicated(dealt[[1]]$player2),]
# %>%
# arrange(player2) # this is unnecessary since we are going to rearrange the order
# if cards have matching rank -> war
# if cards do not matching rank -> the winner gets both cards
if (play[[1]]$value[1] == play[[1]]$value[2]) {
play[[1]] <- war2(dealt[[1]]) %>%
mutate(turn=count+1, war=war+1)
# %>%
# slice_sample(n = nrow(.)) # no shuffling
}

}

else{
play[[1]] <- play[[1]] %>%
# mutate(player2 = .$player[which.max(.$value)], turn=count+1)
arrange(desc(value)) %>%
mutate(player2=player[1], turn=count+1)
# %>%
# slice_sample(n = nrow(.)) # no shuffling

# take the played cards off the top and put them back on the bottom
dealt[[1]] <- dealt[[1]] %>%
anti_join(play[[1]], by = c("suit", "value", "player", "id")) %>%
bind_rows(play[[1]]) %>%
mutate(count=count+1, war=max(war))
# print(dealt[[1]]$count[1]) # to count the number of turns
# print(length(unique(dealt[[1]]$player2))) # to check if the game is set
if (length(unique(dealt[[1]]$player2))==1) break # break if the game is set
if (dealt[[1]]$count[1] > 5000) break # added cap of 5,000 turns per game

}

}
return(dealt[[1]])

# rules of war
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war2 <- function(dealt, ...){
n0 <- 1
play4 <- vector("list",4) # use list to avoid memory overload
players <- unique(dealt$player2) # shuffling (this is important!)
repeat{
# player 1 (whoever on the top of the list)
play4[[1]] <- dealt %>%
filter(player2 %in% players[1]) %>%
slice_head(n = n0+4)
# player 2
play4[[2]] <- dealt %>%
filter(player2 %in% players[2]) %>%
slice_head(n = n0+4)
# combined
play4[[3]] <- rbind(play4[[1]], play4[[2]])
# last card for comparison
play4[[4]] <- rbind(slice_tail(play4[[1]], n=1)$value, slice_tail(play4[[2]], n=1)$value)
if (nrow(play4[[1]]) != nrow(play4[[2]])) {
if (nrow(play4[[1]]) > nrow(play4[[2]])) {
play4[[3]]$player2 <- unique(play4[[2]]$player2)
break
} else {
play4[[3]]$player2 <- unique(play4[[1]]$player2)
break
}
} else {
if (play4[[4]][1] != play4[[4]][2]) {
if (play4[[4]][1]>play4[[4]][2]) {
play4[[3]]$player2 <- unique(play4[[1]]$player2)
break
} else {
play4[[3]]$player2 <- unique(play4[[2]]$player2)
break
}

}

}
}
n0 <- n0+4
}
return(play4[[3]])
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main rules and the rules of War
Full Simulation Your last function should be something that when called returns information about a
fully played game.
# set.seed(12343)
# set.seed(12344)
set.seed(12345) #
# set.seed(12346)
# set.seed(12347)
# set.seed(12348)
# set.seed(12349)

# game set in turn 778
# game set in turn 1246
game set in turn 192
# game set in turn 192
# game set in turn 1388
# game set in turn 374
# game set in turn 988

create_deck() %>%
deal_cards(players = c("Amy", "Joe")) %>%
play_game2()
## # A tibble: 52 x 8
##
suit
value
id
##
<chr>
<fct> <int>
## 1 clubs
Queen
11
## 2 spades
2
40
## 3 diamonds 10
22
## 4 clubs
8
7
## 5 hearts
King
38
## 6 clubs
9
8
## 7 diamonds 8
20
## 8 spades
4
42
## 9 spades
Ace
52
## 10 spades
7
45
## # ... with 42 more rows

player
<chr>
Joe
Joe
Joe
Amy
Joe
Amy
Joe
Joe
Joe
Amy

player2 count turn
war
<chr>
<dbl> <dbl> <dbl>
Joe
192
165
22
Joe
192
165
22
Joe
192
167
22
Joe
192
167
22
Joe
192
172
22
Joe
192
172
22
Joe
192
176
22
Joe
192
176
22
Joe
192
181
22
Joe
192
181
22

Identify a probability question you can answer with your simulation
For instance, if you are simulating blackjack, you may want to know what the expected return on
a specific strategy is (hint: if you’re beating the dealer, your simulation is probably wrong).
• number of turns to finish the game?
• number of wars when the game is finished?
• relationship between # of turns and # of wars?
Design a simulation to answer the question you identified
results including censored data (games which hit the count limit)
the results considering the games which hit the count limit are given below. As for the number
of turns to win the game, the average was 1649, the median was 1069, with maximum of 5001
turns. Here the maximum number is incorrect since it is more likely that the games hit this limit
would’ve not actually ended there but would’ve continued further. As for the number of wars
occured during the game, the average was 106, the median was 68, and the maximum was 497.
When we look at the scatter plot we can see that there is positive linear relationship between
the number of turns and the number of wars, even when considering cases with the number of
turns=5001 (108 cases).
##
##

Min. 1st Qu.
20
403

Median
1069

Mean 3rd Qu.
1649
2405

Max.
5001
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##
##

Min. 1st Qu.
2
28

Median
68

Mean 3rd Qu.
106
153

Max.
497

# of wars (all)
250

200

count

150

100

50

0
0

200

400

# of wars
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# of turns to win (all)

count

90

60

30

0
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

# of turns to win

turns vs wars (all)
500

# of wars

400

300

200

100

0
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

# of turns to win
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results ignoring the capped games
the results ignoring the games which hit the count limit are given below. As for the number of
turns to win the game, the average was 1243, the median was 857, with maximum of 4988 turns.
As for the number of wars occured during the game, the average was 84, the median was 59, and
the maximum was 338. When we look at the scatter plot we can see more clearly that there is
positive linear relationship between the number of turns and the number of wars. As for the
number of wins for each players, both players won similar number of games Yet there might be
unintended influence of no random shuffling on slight difference between the numbers.
##
##

Min. 1st Qu.
20
364

Median
857

Mean 3rd Qu.
1243
1812

Max.
4988

##
##

Min. 1st Qu.
2
25

Median
59

Mean 3rd Qu.
84
121

Max.
338

# of wars (trimmed)
250

200

count

150

100

50

0
0

100

200

300

# of wars
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# of turns to win (trimmed)

count

20

10

0
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

# of turns to win

winner of the game (trimmed)

# of wars

300

200

100

0
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

# of turns to win
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number of wins for each player
892

Count

750

player

500

461 (52%)
431 (48%)

Amy
Joe

250

0
NA

Run your simulation with an increasing number of iterations and create some sort of plot showing your
results.
Describe any issues you encountered in your simulation, and how you addressed them (or where the whole
thing went off the rails, if you couldn’t address everything in time).
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Homework: Simulation
Adam Clark
Instructions
Spend no more than 4 hours on writing pseudocode for this assignment
Read the assignment from start to finish - the simulation design will affect your functions.
Work through this assignment in detailed pseudo-code first. See the hearts.Rmd file for an example. - Put
your pseudo-code (or list of steps) in “‘ blocks with no {} (this is a generic markup chunk).
Then, if you have time, implement the game in R and simulate your question.
You will have an opportunity to submit a link to this assignment with working code for an extra (bonus)
homework assignment one week after this assignment is due.
When you are finished with the assignment:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Save the file as 10_Lastname_Firstname.Rmd and compile it
Commit the Rmd file and corresponding html file to your homework git repo
Push the commit to github
Locate the Rmd file on github and click on the SHA link for the file
Paste the url of the resulting page into Canvas to submit your assignment.

Your assignment must compile on a different computer.

Is it in the cards?
In this task, you will create a simulation of a card game played with a standard deck of 52 cards. You
might consider games such as blackjack, war, or go fish. You may choose any game that can be assessed
probabilistically – you may want to avoid games which require a large amount of strategy, skill, and bluffing,
such as poker. You may also want to avoid games which depend on pair strategies, such as spades.
This homework file is set up to demonstrate how this would be done with the game of hearts. As a result,
you may not pick hearts as your game of choice.
You don’t need to necessarily simulate the full game mechanism, but you do need to implement enough of
the game mechanism that you can identify an interesting probability question in your game and answer the
question using a simulation.
Set up your objects
First, you must set up a data frame describing all possible values of your playing items. For instance, if you
are using a standard deck of 52 playing cards, you’ll need a data frame which has columns for suit and value,
and you may want to make value a factor variable (your call on that one). If your game requires that players
hold cards in their hand, you may also want to have a column indicating location (deck, discard, player_x).
Pseudocode steps
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rules of war by Bicycle
THE DEAL The deck is divided evenly, with each player receiving 26 cards, dealt one at a time, face down.
Anyone may deal first. Each player places their stack of cards face down, in front of them.
THE PLAY Each player turns up a card at the same time and the player with the higher card takes both
cards and puts them, face down, on the bottom of his stack.
If the cards are the same rank, it is War. Each player turns up one card face down and one card face up.
The player with the higher cards takes both piles (six cards). If the turned-up cards are again the same rank,
each player places another card face down and turns another card face up. The player with the higher card
takes all 10 cards, and so on.
HOW TO KEEP SCORE The game ends when one player has won all the cards.
Pseudocode
Deck creation phase: Create a tibble containing all cards by suit and type, and assign corresponding value by
type (Ace:14 2-10, J=11, Q=12, K=13)
Dealing phase: Check if 2 players, if not return “War is a specifically 2 player game” if 2: shuffle deck and
divide equally into 2 halves (slice function) and assign halves to the players, assign card position in deck by
row position in the half-deck tibble.
Playing phase: Players draw top card by id card values (stored in a tibble created during play to store
opposing drawn cards) are compared, cards are removed from the player’s deck tibble after being drawn ->if
equal -> call war function
-else if p1 > p2 the comparison tibble is collapsed across players and bottom joined to p1 deck. Then update
deck position in the players’ respective decks, call score funciton
-else if p1<p2 collapse comparison tibble and bottom join to p2 and update deck position ->call score function,
War function
-called when card comparison is equal
-references the comparison tibble used during the generic play, adds 2 cards from each player by deck order to
tibble, deleting the cards with each selection
-assign row number to the new comparison tibble (should have 3 cards first go through)
-compare value across players for card row n (n starts at 3, adds 2 for each war successive draw during the
same war)
-if values are equal->add 2 more cards, repeat comparison function
->if not equal, modify tible to 1 column list of cards in war tibble and add list to winner’s deck, update deck
position for both players’ decks.
->call score function
Score function
when score function is called, and 1 player has count == 52 (or player has count ==0), Announce Player
____ is victorious!
end game
else call generic play function

# R code goes here - you can add more R chunks if you have multiple steps or want to explain each function aft
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Write one or more functions to simulate the basic game mechanisms
For instance, if you are simulating a game where all cards are initially held by players, you need to have a
function that randomly assigns 13 cards to each player. You may also want a function that controls the game
play and functions for each separate step in game play (some of these functions may need to be called using a
loop).
Pseudocode steps

# R code goes here - you can add more R chunks if you have multiple steps or want to explain each function aft
Break your problem down into steps and write functions for each step, putting each step under
its own level 4 header (#### at the front)
Full Simulation Your last function should be something that when called returns information about a
fully played game.
Identify a probability question you can answer with your simulation
For instance, if you are simulating blackjack, you may want to know what the expected return on a specific
strategy is (hint: if you’re beating the dealer, your simulation is probably wrong).
Design a simulation to answer the question you identified
Run your simulation with an increasing number of iterations and create some sort of plot showing your
results.
Describe any issues you encountered in your simulation, and how you addressed them (or where the whole
thing went off the rails, if you couldn’t address everything in time).
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